This document defines techniques for representing two types of information mapping in the OSI Directory [1].
2. Mapping from a distinguished name to an associated value (or values), where the values are not defined by the owner of the entry. This is achieved by use of a directory subtree.
These techniques were developed for supporting MHS use of Directory [2] , but are specified separately as they have more general applicability.
This draft document will be submitted to the RFC editor as a protocol standard. Distribution of this memo is unlimited. Please send comments to the author or to the discussion group <mhs-ds@mercury.udev.cdc.com>.
Representing Flat Tables
Before considering specific function, a general purpose technique for representing tables in the directory is introduced. The schema for this is given in Figure 1 .
A table can be considered as an unordered set of key to (single or multiple) value mappings, where the key cannot be represented as a global name. There are four reasons why this may occur:
1. The object does not have a natural global name.
2. The object can only be named effectively in the context of being a key to a binding. In this case, the object will be given a natural global name by the table.
3. The object has a global name, and the table is being used to associate parameters with this object, in cases where they cannot be placed in the objects global entry. Reasons why they might not be so placed include:
The object does not have a directory entry
There is no authority to place the parameters in the global entry
The parameters are not global -they only make sense in the context of the table.
4. It is desirable to group information together as a performance optimisation, so that the block of information may be widely replicated.
A 
Representing Subtrees
A subtree is similar to a table, except that the keys are constructed as a distinguished name hierarchy relative to the location of the subtree in the DIT. The subtree effectively starts a private "root", and has distinguished names relative to this root. Typically, this approach is used to associate local information with global objects. The schema used is defined in Figure 2 . Functionally, this is equivalent to a table with distinguished name keys. The table approach is best when the tree is very sparse. This approach is better for subtrees which are more populated.
The subtree object class defines the root for a subtree in an analogous means to the table. Information within the subtree will generally be defined in the same way as for the global object, and so no specific object classes for subtree entries are needed.
For example consider University College London.
O=University College London, C=GB
Suppose that the UCL needs a private subtree, with interesting information about directory objects. The 
